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Overview[ edit ] The nature of Wikipedia controversies has been analyzed by many scholars. For example,
sociologist Howard Rheingold says that "Wikipedia controversies have revealed the evolution of social
mechanisms in the Wikipedia community"; [10] a study of the politicization of socio-technical spaces
remarked that Wikipedia "controversies As a result, the Spanish Wikipedia was virtually inactive until mid In
January of that year he told a reporter from ClickZ that "the question is going to arise as to whether we could
better pursue our charitable mission with the additional money [ads would bring]. We have never said there
would absolutely never be ads on Wikipedia. The article falsely stated that Seigenthaler had been a suspect in
the assassinations of U. Kennedy and Attorney General Robert F. Additionally, the article erroneously stated
that Seigenthaler had lived in the Soviet Union for 13 years beginning in Seigenthaler, who had been a friend
and aide to Robert Kennedy, characterized the Wikipedia entry about him as "Internet character
assassination". According to public logs, he had made 18 edits to his biography, seven of which were
alterations of information about whether Larry Sanger was a co-founder of Wikipedia. It was also revealed
that Wales had edited the Wikipedia article of his former company, Bomis. He said he was fixing an error, and
did not agree with calling Bomis Babes soft porn. Wales conceded that he had made the changes, but
maintained that they were technical corrections. Batuta, an entirely made-up person, was claimed to be a
Polish Communist revolutionary who was an associate of Ernest Hemingway. The article was published for 15
months and referenced in seventeen other articles before the hoax was uncovered. Marek stated that "Many of
these people were traitors and murderers who do not deserve such an honour". They are trying to be
mainstream respectable. Congressional staff edits to Wikipedia were revealed in the press. These mostly
involved various political aides trying to whitewash Wikipedia biographies of several politicians by, e. The
staff of at least five politicians were implicated: The salient Wikipedia policies were soon edited to regulate
the kinds of activities in which MyWikiBiz was engaging. The lawsuit alleged that defamatory statements had
been edited into the Wikipedia article about Zoeller in December by someone using a computer at that firm.
Glatzer, Bauer claimed that information on Wikipedia critical of her abilities as a literary agent caused this
harm. The Electronic Frontier Foundation defended Wikipedia [47] and moved to dismiss the case. The case
was dismissed by the judge in July March â€” The Essjay controversy was sparked when The New Yorker
magazine issued a rare editorial correction saying that a prominent English Wikipedia editor and administrator
known as " Essjay ", whom they had interviewed and described in a July article as a "tenured professor of
religion at a private university" who held a "Ph. He has been thoughtful and contrite about the entire matter,
and I consider it settled. And the full question is not why you appointed Essjay to ArbCom, but: This
seemingly prescient addition was initially reported on Wikinews and later on Fox News Channel. The article
originally read: EDT 14 hours, 29 minutes later. The database cross-referenced logs of Wikipedia edits with
publicly available records pertaining to the internet IP addresses edits were made from. He was particularly
interested in finding scandals, especially at large and controversial corporations. Department of Homeland
Security , [74] the U. Hoffman responded that he was editing his profile to remove inappropriate comments.
We have, in our records, no evidence of any such thing. Jay Walsh, Wikimedia Foundation spokesman, told
Information Week that "Non censorship is an important tenet of the user community and the edit community"
and Mathias Schindler, of Wikimedia Deutschland , said in response to efforts to have the images removed
from the German language Wikipedia that "Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, not a venue for an inter-Muslim
debate. Wool also stated that Wales had his Wikimedia credit card taken away in part because of his spending
habits, a claim Wales denied. The arbitration committee unanimously voted to block all edits from the IP
addresses associated with the church; several Scientology critics were banned too. It is even sadder to see Mr
Trujillo attacked by that same irresponsible media for something he did not do. Representatives of the Times
called Jimmy Wales and asked him to suppress the information. He agreed to take care of it, but in order to
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avoid the scrutiny which attends his edits to Wikipedia, Wales asked an unnamed administrator on the site to
delete the information instead. I would have had a really hard time with it if it had. The issue eventually left
most British residents unable to edit any page on Wikipedia. A biography was created about "Edward Owens"
who was claimed to be an oyster fisherman that became a pirate during the period of the Long Depression ,
targeting ships in the Chesapeake Bay. It was revealed when media outlets began reporting the story as fact. A
month later, Kildall and Stern received a letter from a law firm representing the Wikimedia Foundation ,
claiming the domain name, wikipediaart. The quote said "One could say my life itself has been one long
soundtrack. Music was my life, music brought me to life, and music is how I will be remembered long after I
leave this life. When I die there will be a final waltz playing in my head, that only I can hear. After earning
Administrator status with one account, then losing it for inappropriate use of the administrative tools,
Boothroyd regained Administrator status with the "Sam Blacketer" sockpuppet account in April The Future of
a Radical Price from Wikipedia. The English-language editors have chosen to include the names of the killers,
and we support them in that choice. Jay Walsh, then head of communication for the Wikimedia Foundation,
said that "This is a serious issue. We take it quite seriously. We understand real people are reflected in these
articles. Articles about living people are tough articles to manage. Someone who is a fan or an enemy might
try to attack or vandalize those articles. The German Wikipedia went through an approximately ,character
discussion about the suitable title and category. Some often Austrian authors denied the description of
Donauturm as a "TV tower", which was stubbornly defended by others. Sanger told Fox News: Palin in order
to mock her. According to PR Week.
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Structure[ edit ] Genesis appears to be structured around the recurring phrase elleh toledot, meaning "these are
the generations," with the first use of the phrase referring to the "generations of heaven and earth" and the
remainder marking individualsâ€”Noah, the "sons of Noah", Shem, etc. Primeval history and Patriarchal age
The Angel Hinders the Offering of Isaac Rembrandt , God creates the world in six days and consecrates the
seventh as a day of rest. God creates the first humans Adam and Eve and all the animals in the Garden of Eden
but instructs them not to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. A talking serpent portrayed as
a deceptive creature or trickster , entices Eve into eating it anyway, and she entices Adam, whereupon God
throws them out and curses themâ€”Adam to getting what he needs only by sweat and work, and Eve to giving
birth in pain. This is interpreted by Christians as the fall of humanity. Eve bears two sons, Cain and Abel. God
then curses Cain. After many generations of Adam have passed from the lines of Cain and Seth, the world
becomes corrupted by human sin and Nephilim , and God determines to wipe out humanity. First, he instructs
the righteous Noah and his family to build an ark and put examples of all the animals on it, seven pairs of
every clean animal and one pair of every unclean. Then God sends a great flood to wipe out the rest of the
world. When the waters recede, God promises that he will not destroy the world a second time with water with
the rainbow as a symbol of his promise. God sees mankind cooperating to build a great tower city, the Tower
of Babel , and divides humanity with many languages and sets them apart with confusion. God instructs
Abram to travel from his home in Mesopotamia to the land of Canaan. There, God makes a covenant with
Abram, promising that his descendants shall be as numerous as the stars, but that people will suffer oppression
in a foreign land for four hundred years, after which they will inherit the land "from the river of Egypt to the
great river, the river Euphrates ". Because Sarah is old, she tells Abraham to take her Egyptian handmaiden,
Hagar , as a second wife. Through Hagar, Abraham fathers Ishmael. God resolves to destroy the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah for the sins of their people. Abraham protests and gets God to agree not to destroy the
cities if 10 righteous men can be found. Abraham and Sarah go to the Philistine town of Gerar , pretending to
be brother and sister they are half-siblings. The King of Gerar takes Sarah for his wife, but God warns him to
return her, and he obeys. God sends Sarah a son to be named Isaac , through whom the covenant will be
established. God tests Abraham by demanding that he sacrifice Isaac. As Abraham is about to lay the knife
upon his son, God restrains him, promising him numberless descendants. On the death of Sarah, Abraham
purchases Machpelah believed to be modern Hebron for a family tomb and sends his servant to Mesopotamia
to find among his relations a wife for Isaac, and Rebekah is chosen. Other children are born to Abraham by
another wife, Keturah , among whose descendants are the Midianites , and he dies in a prosperous old age and
is buried in his tomb at Hebron. He flees to his uncle where he prospers and earns his two wives, Rachel and
Leah. He is then reunited with his father and brothers, who fail to recognize him, and plead for food. After
much manipulation, he reveals himself and lets them and their households into Egypt, where Pharaoh assigns
to them the land of Goshen. Jacob calls his sons to his bedside and reveals their future before he dies. Joseph
lives to an old age and exhorts his brethren, if God should lead them out of the country, to take his bones with
them. The Qumran group provides the oldest manuscripts but covers only a small proportion of the book; in
general, the Masoretic Text is well preserved and reliable, but there are many individual instances where the
other versions preserve a superior reading. Documentary hypothesis For much of the 20th century most
scholars agreed that the five books of the Pentateuch â€”Genesis, Exodus , Leviticus , Numbers and
Deuteronomy â€”came from four sources, the Yahwist , the Elohist , the Deuteronomist and the Priestly
source , each telling the same basic story, and joined together by various editors. The Deuteronomistic source
does not appear in Genesis. In Genesis these include three different accounts of a Patriarch claiming that his
wife was his sister, the two creation stories, and the two versions of Abraham sending Hagar and Ishmael into
the desert. Scholars in the first half of the 20th century came to the conclusion that the Yahwist was produced
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in the monarchic period, specifically at the court of Solomon , 10th century BC, and the Priestly work in the
middle of the 5th century BC the author was even identified as Ezra , but more recent thinking is that the
Yahwist was written either just before or during the Babylonian exile of the 6th century BC, and the Priestly
final edition was made late in the Exilic period or soon after. The two powerful groups making up the
communityâ€”the priestly families who controlled the Temple and who traced their origin to Moses and the
wilderness wanderings, and the major landowning families who made up the "elders" and who traced their
own origins to Abraham, who had "given" them the landâ€”were in conflict over many issues, and each had its
own "history of origins", but the Persian promise of greatly increased local autonomy for all provided a
powerful incentive to cooperate in producing a single text. By calling the fulfillment "partial" Clines was
drawing attention to the fact that at the end of Deuteronomy the people are still outside Canaan. Through the
patriarchs God announces the election of Israel, meaning that he has chosen Israel to be his special people and
committed himself to their future. All three promises are more richly fulfilled in each succeeding generation,
until through Joseph "all the world" is saved from famine, [29] and by bringing the children of Israel down to
Egypt he becomes the means through which the promise can be fulfilled. Sarah buried, Rebekah for Isaac
Toledot , on Genesis 25â€” Joseph reveals himself, Jacob moves to Egypt Vaychi , on Genesis 47â€”
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Pascualina Producciones S.A. is a publisher of children's books. Some of the books published by Pascualina
Producciones S.A. include Pascualina Spanish Diary (Pascualina Gran Diario ) (Pascualina Family of Products)
(Spanish Edition), Pascualina English, Pascualina Spanish, and Agenda Artilugia Spanish (Pascualina Family of
Products) (Spanish Edition).

5: Pascualina Spanish : Paulina Monckeberg :
Discount prices on books by Paulina Monckeberg, including titles like Pascualina Spanish Click here for the lowest price.

6: Rosamunda English (Pascualina Family of Products)
Paulina Monckeberg is a published author and an illustrator of children's books. Some of the published credits of Paulina
Monckeberg include Artilugia English (Pascualina Family of Products), Artilugia Spanish (Pascualina Family of
Products), Artilugia English (Pascualina Family of Products), and Pascualina Spanish (Pascualina Family of Products).
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8: Paulina Monckeberg (Author of Pascualina )
More editions of Rosamunda English (Pascualina Family of Products): Rosamunda English (Pascualina Family of
Products): ISBN () Softcover, Pascualina Producciones S.A.,
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